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3 Of My Poetic Quotes
 
1> the wolf thats howls at the angel and not the moon, wished he never did.
 
2> the angel that falls in the love gets hanged by the devil inside.
 
3> you know when your hearts been broken, when you can crush a nettle in your
hand and not feel its sting.
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A Song
 
Not good
Not bad
A different love song
What makes us sad
 
A song for the memory
Of someone you hold near
A wish for them to come back
But they will never come here
 
A song to make you happy
When you wearing a frown
A dream to pick you up
When we are down
 
A song to dance too
When you’ve had a drink
A shot of vodka
When its time to think
 
A song for your wedding
On your greatest day
With a smile and happy tear
As you listen to the nice thing they have to say
 
And at last a song
For when you die
And friend will miss you
And you become another star in the sky
 
little wolf
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A Step Too Little
 
A step too little
A step to far
A frozen tear
A heart what bears a scare
 
A broken smile
A broken heart
A dieing feeling
Now we are apart
 
little wolf
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After The Fight
 
The wolves are watching
As the moon turns to red
The war is almost over
After all the blood is bleed
 
The bear are on the run
The battle is lost
The fight against the wolves
Came at too much cost
 
There lay the youngest wolf
Laying as still as stone
Most of the wolf pack is still standing
But this wolf is not coming home.
 
little wolf
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Alone
 
There’s emptiness on the other side of my bed
What is now creeping inside and taking over my heart
Alone for to many years
And now is starting to pull me apart
 
No warmth beside me just two spare pillows
And all that lies upon them is dried up tears
And the dreams of love
But no one there to help me with my fears
 
Then a taste of warmth is beside
But for only one day
And slips away like sand
And the warmth fades away
 
Just a strand of your golden hair
Left upon my white shirt
What is reminding of the warmth
That’s is making me hurt
 
For the warmth will never stay
They always leave me in the cold
Take what they need
And I’m left alone again with no one to hold
 
So there’s emptiness on the other side of my bed
What is now creeping inside and taking over my heart
Alone for to many years
And now is starting to pull me apart
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Another Bottle
 
Just shut your mouth
Run down the stairs
Slam the door
Because no one cares
 
For to the pub
To drink a lot
Because your fool
You blew your shot
 
Another bottle
But it doesn’t get rid of the pain
You hate yourself
And it’s driving you insane
 
Another bottle
And the tears start to fall
You’ve lost all your friends
Because you put up a brick wall
 
Another bottle
A the eyes start to go
And your words start to fade
Because no one wants to know
 
Another bottle
To drink my life away
To bloke out the memory’s
And the things that they say
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Another Night Another Day
 
Another night another day
without the sound of your voice.
The house has gone cold
how your not here to hold.
 
The halls nolonger smile
with the sounds of our laugher.
The rooms nolonger glow
with the warmth that our love once had.
 
Another night another day
and the bed i sleep in is empty.
The bedroom walls are blank
where your picture once was.
 
Conversation run dry with friend
i miss the way we talk
The tv has no picture
its not the same without you
 
Another night another day
without you
It saddens my heart
but i know some how i'll get through
 
little wolf
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Broken Glass
 
Broken glass
 
You break a glass.
And all the pieces shatter across the fall.
Some of the pieces are large and easy to pick up.
Some are like dust and never be found.
 
As you pick one the shards up,
It cut you deep across the left hand.
A cut that in time well leave a scar,
To remind you of your mistake.
 
You try to sweep up all the pieces,
But there’s too many.
Even tho you try your best,
There will be some pieces that well remain scattered cross the fall.
 
……………………………………….
 
Time goes by,
And you use different glass.
Different shapes, colors and sizes.
And after used them you put them back.
 
Until that one day you pick up this one glass.
And your eyes catch sight of the scar on your left hand.
And you put it back.
Because you’re scared of dropping it and braking this glass.
 
But you put it back somewhere safe,
Somewhere where it can’t fall.
Somewhere where the wrong people can’t find it,
So it won’t just used badly and put back.
 
But you know one day,
Someone or you will pick it up.
And the glass will fall or be dropped.
And you pray that it doesn’t brake.
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So it won’t become another broken glass,
Shattered cross the fall.
That you can’t being yourself,
To pick up all the broken pieces.
 
So you don’t cut yourself,
Somewhere that might leave another scar.
Because soon or later,
We all will become a broken glass.
 
little wolf
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Did You Ever Wish
 
Did you ever wish
That you could turn back time
Or speak your feelings
Instead of putting them into rhyme
 
Did you ever wish
That you could just fly away
That people you love
Wouldn’t leave they’d stay
 
Did you ever wish
They’d give you that one chance
To sweep them off their feet
And show them true romance
 
Did you ever wish
That you weren’t so nice
So people couldn’t walk all over you
Just to turn your heart to ice
 
Did you ever wish
There was no tomorrow
So you wouldn’t wake up
With your heart still in sorrow
 
Did you ever wish
That life wasn’t so hard
And we all held the king of hearts
As are playing card
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Differnent Stars
 
Different stars
And the moons on its back
In a different place
And the memory’s begin to lack
 
People running to nowhere
As if they were blind
Different stars
People of a different kind
 
Jokes keep rolling
And the laugher stars
Under different stars
We all play our parts.
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Dream Of Me
 
dream of me
for i wont be here when up wake
dream of me
of all the conversations we used to make
 
dream of me
dream of my smile
dream of my eyes
for im going away for while.
 
dream of me
dream all night long
dream of me
so i know you'll miss me when im gone.
 
little wolf
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Dreamer
 
a light goes on in a office block
and a dream pops into my head
then the light goes off
and the dream is dead
 
i walk down the street
and i look into a shop window
and the sun is shineing
but im the only one with out a shadow
 
the morning alarm
and its just not fair
because i was just dreaming
i was walking on fin air
 
i fail at this
i fail at that
i wish had a pet
but i lost my cat
 
i am a dreamer
but ever act on my dreams
my life is a dump
so it seems
 
little wolf
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Emily
 
Smiles and laughter
But no one sees the hurt what lies within
How long can she wear the mask?
She always has to hide someone’s sin
 
She’s someone who cares
And hurts for her friends
With all her feeling
She’s burning the candle at both ends.
 
But she still stands tall
even though her tears won’t dry
She will always stand by you
When it’s your turn to cry.
 
So when is God going to give her wings
So he can let people know
To stop hurting this girl
because there’s an angel on show.
 
little wolf
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For This That Was Broken
 
A howl was heard
that darkend the land
for this love that was broken
they ever did understand.
 
The wolf howls on
with sadness and anger in his voice
for this love that was broken
wasnt his choice.
 
The howling stop
and the land lays silent and bleak
for this love that was broken
has made the wolf weak.
 
little wolf
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Forget
 
forget the times i laid by your side
forget soft sound of my voice
forget the walks and star light kiss
forget all the things you'll miss
 
forget the colours of my eyes
forget the waves in my hair
forget the size of my ears
forget and wipe away your tears
 
forget the taste of my lips
forget my favourte colour
forget my favourte song
forget its been to long
 
forget the jokes we told
forget our first date
forget our last dance
forget our whole romance
 
forget
she told me to forget
 
little wolf
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I Wish You Were Here
 
i wish you were here
to keep my walls strong
i wish you were here
because its been to long
 
a great man is gone
in his place a small man stands
siting on a small park bench
looking down at his  hand
 
i try to be brave
but i feel so weak
for a hand on my sholder
is what i seek
 
but no
 
let the wind stop
so the leaves can lay o the ground
let the marching band past
without making a sound
 
i wish you were here
because without you
glowing up is what i fear
 
little wolf
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If This Was You
 
A glass of wine
And a black eye
She feels that she has lost all her pride
She can’t find a reason not to cry
 
Her friends are screaming
And calling him names
She knows they are trying to help
But they can’t put out the flames
 
A heated argument
That went too far
A raised hand
That left an emotional scar
 
Now he’s at the door
Trying to say sorry
Her tears start again
And her heart beats with worry
 
Her children are going wild
They want to see their Dad
But they have no clue
That he’s done something bad
 
What can she do?
Where can she go?
The tears are running fast
And time is going to slow
 
She doesn’t want to leave him
She doesn’t know what to do
So ask yourself what would happen
If this was you?
 
little wolf
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I'M Just Not Good Enough For You
 
I'll make you laugh
I'll make you smile
I'll wipe your eyes
I'll make your life worth its while
 
I'll make you dream
I'll open my arms
I'll let you see
Past my charms
 
How about walk
In the park
Holding hands
in the dark
 
These are some of the things
what I would do
But some how
I'm just not good enough for you.
 
little wolf
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Just One Time
 
Just one time
I felt my heart on fire
just one time
I didnt need to dream
 
Just one time
I couldnt hear the world out side
just one time
all what matters was her voice
 
just one time
and never again
but at least
i felt it once
 
little wolf
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Life Without True Love
 
To live and never find true love
Is like eating food without the taste
To die without ever being found
Makes life a bit of a waste
 
To have never made that dinner for two
To have never tasted wine in France
To have never seen shooting star
To have never had the last dance
 
Like waiting for a bus what doesn’t come
Like listening to a radio what makes no sound
Like buying flowers what have no scent
Like always being the rebound
 
To live life without finding true love
Is what we all fear
So find that someone
That you can hold near
 
little wolf
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Not The Same
 
The beds are not made
 
The kid are away
 
The end of mothers crusade
 
How that its the end of the day
 
 
 
How Im back, I cant call this home
 
Im now just a soul
 
In a place I once did rome
 
Where once there was fruit, how just lump of  coal
 
 
 
My friends have moved on
 
My life is in the shade
 
My love have gone
 
Now that the cards have all been played
 
 
 
Where can I go
 
Where do I belong
 
It different show
 
And a different song.
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One Word
 
Just one word
But ican not speak
Just one word
But i am to weak
 
Just another tear
I watch her cry
Just another tear
Because I cant anwser why
 
Just one look
And shes gone
Just one look
And now theres no one
 
Just say sorry
And this may not happen to you
Just say sorry
And try to clue
 
little wolf
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Sleepless Nights
 
cant sleep at night
so I stay awake till the morning light
 
scared to dream incase I never wake
cant sleep and my mind is beginning to shake
 
tell me everything ive done wrong
all the memories coming back strong 
 
like the girl that I let go
or the girl I loved but never let my feeling show
 
when I close my eyes angel come to take my away
but suddenly my eyes open because somebody need me to stay
 
this is my 6th sleepless night
and I can just about see the morning light.
 
little wolf
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Someone's Greed
 
I feel the tears on my face
Yet non are falling
I lay down and sleep
I wake and im old by morning
 
day and night
now feel the same
Soft words turn in anger
and there always some to blame
 
Town turn into citys
with an wink of an eye
People are dieing
But no one answers the question why
 
Rivers turn to red
from the army's that bleed
And sons grow up without fathers
all because of someone greed.
 
little wolf
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Sometimes
 
sometimes we wish we could forget
because we cant forgive ourselfs
sometimes we wish that we were someone else
because we hate ourselfs
 
sometimes we build a wall
so no one can see the real you
sometimes we lie
because we're scared of whats true
 
sometimes we fall
and we never find the ground
sometimes we run away
and never be found
 
sometimes i think i'll never forgive myself
 
little wolf
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Soory For The Words
 
sorry for the words
spoken in hurt
that i have said
those words are dead
 
sorry if i cause you pain
with my moment of weakness
for those words were spoken
in times of sadness
 
sorry for the words
you shouldnt of read
i should of let you know
what was going on in my head
 
sorry for not being understanding
when you needed me to understand the most
i feeling a life hurt
and im followed by a goast
 
but heres the word i should of said
i hope he makes you happy
and helps you with your dreams
and makes life better than it seems
 
i hope he makes you laugh
like noone has before
and is there for you
when your heart feel sore
 
i hope you smile
when you wake
i'm sorry for the words
that you had to take.
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Stop
 
STOP
ive heard it all before
dont even look at me
i know what i saw
 
STOP
dont even start to lie
i bet you get off
seeing me cry
 
little wolf
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Stop All The Cars
 
No tears will fall today
theres no pain i can feel
no more living in dreams
only to live for whats real
 
No more wearing my heart on my sleave
No more walking on air
my heart cant take the strain
time to live life without a care
 
No sun will shine
No rain will fall
TIme to frow out all feeling
And to build brick wall
 
So stop all the cars
Turn the light to red
there will be no more careing
This young man's heart is dead
 
little wolf
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Tear In His Eyes
 
There's tears in his eyes
But they will never fall
He hide his feelings with lies
But he will always be there to answer your call
 
He will fight for you
But never for himself
He will fight for what's true
But never for himself
 
He will wipe away your tears
He knows he can never cry
he will protect you from your fears
But he wont answer the question why
 
You can see a tear in his eye
but he will never let it fall
He will never let you see hom cry
He wait for your call
 
little wolf
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That One Day
 
That one day we wait for
that smile that lightens your heart
that dream that finaly true
that one day that life starts
 
That one day you find what you want
that someone we cant live without
that someone that you miss after hour
that one day is what lifes about
 
that one day when you say i do
that one day you cry in pure happiness
that one day first of the rest of your life
that one day that you become man and wife
 
little wolf
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That Very First Kiss
 
i sit here
looking in to the dark
the cold wind blows right through me
as my heart tries to make a spark
 
not a star will shine tonight
as the clouds cover the sky
not even a word will past my lips
nore a tear will fall from her eye
 
sometime it doesnt work
sometime the feeling just goes away
just to say its over
is the hardest thing to say
 
to walk differnent paths
what will never meet
the feeling what were there
are nolonger sweet
 
so goodbye
im sorry things ended like this
if only things were the same
as that very first kiss
 
little wolf
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The Angels Funeral
 
The angel sleeps
And the wolf starts to howl
And the wind stops
As they all listen to the great owl
 
The bears stand tall as trees
The foxes prick their ears
The leaves starts fall
As the trees start to cry their tears
 
little wolf
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The Darkness
 
The darkness takes me
Where there is no sound
Where loneliness is a part of me
A place where I don’t want to be found
 
Silent whispers
Slip past my ears
For the darkness
Takes away my fears
 
But when I step into the light
My life starts to fall
No second chances
No victory call
 
So I stay in the darkness
Where I can dream away
But will someone take out of the darkness
Into the day
 
little wolf
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The Girl With Thte Golden Hair
 
I start drinking at 3 in the day
Hope the drink will set my mind free
Trying to drink my feeling away
Can't believe this is happenning to me
 
Now im sitting here drinking red bull
treating my hangover in a pub in hull
Trying to recall what i did last night
Did i do anything wrong did do anything right
 
This hasn't happened in along while
I hate this feeling inside of me
But it grew with one sight of your smile
My heart feels like its been stung by a bee
 
Stop
Swallow my pride
For these feelings i shouldn't hide
Because when i see you there
I know i have feelings for the girl with the golden hair
 
little wolf
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The Lonely Rose
 
A dropp rain
falls of the lonely rose
the tree start to whisper
as the wind blows
 
The glass glitters
like the stars in the night sky
the air lost its smell
and no one knows why
 
The have lost their song
the sun no longer shines bright
another dropp off the lonely rose
something here is just not right
 
The land is a dull green
the sky is all grey
the rose is dying
because the sun has gone away
 
little wolf
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The Nettle Nolonger Stings
 
the nettle nolonger strings
as i hold it in my hand
for the pain in my heart just gets worse
and my dreams i nolonger understand
 
The cold air that blows
but i can nolonger be felt apon my cheek
for theres no power in voice
and cant find a word on the dictorary to speak.
 
I have become.
the man who inever wanted to be
for anger and hate
has taken over me
 
we'vw all said things
we wish we could take back
and if we dont say sorry
our hearts turn the black
 
my hand is now red
but i still cant feel the nettle's sting
as i hold it tighter in my hand
still i cant feel a thing.
 
hot and cold
mot one i can feel
for i feel num
but the pain in my heart is real
 
little wolf
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The Nicest Guy You'Ll Ever Meet
 
The nicest guy you'll ever meet
Is ashamed to so his face
You crush his dreams with his feet
He's the last of a dieing race
 
His tears are hard to find
His heart was never too small
Devils were really unkind
That he put up brick wall
 
He held on to his past
He walked through the rain alone
A life time goes so fast
But not when you're alone
 
He hated being the nice guy
Girl saying lets just be friends
I wish I could ask him why
But one cut and the story ends
 
The nicest guy you'll ever meet
Now sends tears down your face
You walk around his grave with your feet
He was one of the last of a dieing race
 
little wolf
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The Thing About You
 
Shining, shimmering
Your hair of gold
Such depth in ones eyes
What words can only hold
 
Eyes of blue and green
Like the sea on a summers day
And soft eye lasses what move
Like waves entering the bay
 
A smile want brings out the sun
When all is dark and bleak
And a voice what’s so gentle
It can make any man weak
 
And last but not lest
Lips are so soft and sweet
But never for me to touch
Every time that we meet 
 
So the thing about you
Is you’ll never know how I feel
But the thing about you
Is that your beauty is real
 
little wolf
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Tick Tock
 
I sit here on the stairs
Behind me an old ticking clock
Wondering what do and where to go
Tick tock
 
I gave so much
And how I feel empty
An the old ticking clock
Goes tick tock
 
I try being the bad guy
But wasn’t me
But still the old ticking clock
Goes tick tock
 
I try being the ear that listens
And just walked over like I wasn’t there
And the old ticking clock
Goes tick tock
 
I pushed myself hard and work
That I found myself with nothing left to give
And the old ticking clock
Goes Tick tock
 
I could have loved
But I stud back so other could be happy
And the old ticking clock
Goes Tick tock
 
I could have been something great
But I was to afraid
And one day the old ticking clock
Will stop
 
little wolf
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Time To Say Goodbye
 
when it time to say goodbye
people cant help but cry
 
all the memorys have come and gone
saying goodbye to the girl you thought was the one
 
saying goodbye to the friend who made you smile
know they made they years worth there while
 
2 years goes really fast
it feel like 5 seconds from the first day till the last
 
bye to the tutors who got you to the end
bye to the tutors you can call friend
 
finaly goodbye best 2 years so far
what has made me and my friend who we are
 
little wolf
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To Walk Without Legs
 
To walk without legs
To fly without wings
To listen without interruption
As the blue bird sings
 
To ask the question and get a truthful answer
To speak without making a sound
To never be lost
But always found
 
To dream and never wake
To see without sight
To never hate
To always love and never fight
 
To win without someone losing
To wish and wish to come true
To wake without being alone
To just be loved by you
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What Is His Name
 
He walks around the city centre
Sleeps down street Id  dare not enter
Cold, hungry and alone
The  street is where he calls home
 
Whats his name?
Whats he hiding?
Whats he got to shame?
 
Everyday he asks for money so he can eat
The mans so weak he cant get to his feet
 
Some people walk past and say theyve got no money
Young lads make jokes because they think its funny
People walk past and stair
But who is really sitting there?
 
This man could have been a business man
Or a great football player
But he lives his life out of a trash can
He will never let you see his hidden layer
 
Today they found him laying on the street
His face as white as a sheet
He past away in the middle of the night
Under the stars and the moon light
 
Who  was he?
What was his name?
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What The Point?
 
wheres the spark in life
if one cant be felt
how do we dream
if theres no hope left inside
 
how do we speak
if words cant picture what we mean
how do see
when saddness darkens the sky
 
why listen
when a look can says it all
why take chance
when we are already falling
 
so somebody tell me, what the point?
 
little wolf
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When Hearts Turn To Black.
 
what happens when hearts turn to black?
and we can see what right front of us.
when people past through life,
and you can remember there names.
 
what happen when hearts turn to black?
and we to build a stone wall.
you dont let people see who you really are
or tell them how you feel.
 
what happen when hearts turn to black?
and we run as we run as far as we feeling
and we dont look back.
 
because theres no way back
when hearts turn to black.
 
little wolf
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When We Are Face To Face
 
i cant put into words how i feel when we are face to face
and the chance has most likely past.
you were right about what you said when you drunk
tho i dont think you can remember what you said.
 
no one can make me smile
or cheer me up like you.
we both have had our hard times
but we've got each other through.
 
so how do i tell you that
i want to be by your side.
and always make you smile
and take off the fallen eye lash apon your face.
 
to drink wine
and watch funny movies.
when its dark
and its raining outside.
 
to be there and make you laugh
and help you with your dreams.
to be your sholder to cry on
and to wipe aways the last of your faling tears.
 
to be hand in hand and dance the night away
and smile with your friends.
and sing the songs
you love to hear
 
to listen your thoughts
and make your heart race.
these are the things i cant say
when we are face to face.
 
little wolf
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Wishies Down The River
 
the river run pass the the land
taking your wishes in it stride
pass flowers of different colours
and rocks of different shapes
 
under old brigdes
and brigdes of new
where it takes my wishes
pass the mountins of snow
 
through the night
when sky is clean
and the river reflexs the the beauty
of the star light glow
 
the river run through the day
and skys of blue
where it takes my wishes
straight to you
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Without Words.
 
without words you broke my soul
my tears told everything you needed to know
with a move away of your hand the certain fell
on the this two person show
 
without a sound
your eyes tor though me heart
then you shut your eyes
as if you were trying to remember the start
 
a slam of the door
left me apon my knee
without words been spoken
left two heart broken
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